
 

 

 
 

 
One snowy February morning I was picking up a group of children from our local special needs school. 

While I was wondering what I was going to find for them to do on the farm the head-teacher began to tell 

me that he had observed the profound effect of farm animals on the development of children at another 

school, how they would love to have such a facility, but how they lacked the space. So began an idea.  

The next key moment in the development of Southfields Farm was a conversation with a long standing 

friend who had managed the farm while I was in full time church work, and who had later ventured into 

education. This perfect combination, underlined by our common faith in Christ, led us to set up a paddock 

with chickens, ducks, pigs, pygmy goats, alpacas, sheep and donkeys, with easy wheelchair access into each 

enclosure. And the children love it. Nearly every school day we get a group, many of whom are keen to 

meet and feed their favourite animal, and to see what’s changed since their last visit. 

We are not new to educational visits. Now in our second ten year agreement with Countryside 

Stewardship, schools are a growing part of our work.  We have been inspired by the excitement of school 

groups, many of whom come from inner city Birmingham and have little or no contact with farming. 

Support from Natural England and FACE (Farming and Countryside Education) has been essential. Open 

Farm Sunday, the inspiration of LEAF (Linking Environment and Farming) has also been a major event over 

the last ten years, and the ‘Let Nature Feed Your Senses’ project gave us the confidence to meet the 

challenges of disability and disadvantage.  

One of those challenges is with referral teenagers, whose behaviour can be quite interesting!  Nevertheless 

these young people do respond to simple jobs and practical love. One day a group of rather ill-tempered 

youngsters arrived. It was clear that my plans for doing something constructive were not going to work, so 

we went across to the animals. Not knowing quite what to do we ventured into the donkey paddock, where 

I stood back and observed a transformation in the atmosphere. From this point on these young people 

would engage with anything I put in front of them. We often find that the non-confrontational and 

undemanding behaviour of domestic animals provides a connection that conventional educational and 

therapeutic wisdom has little understood.  

Southfields Farm is situated on the very edge of a conurbation. For some of our inner city school visitors a 

twenty minute coach ride transports them from some quite deprived estates to a different world, perhaps 

never experienced before. We get to share our world with children from very diverse cultures and ethnic 

backgrounds, though sometimes the sheer excitement can take the edge off the educational value of the 

visit! 

And the reason we do it? Not for profit, though we do endeavour to cover the costs, but because we 

believe that God would have us use every asset at our disposal for the glory of the One who gave his all for 

us: 

‘And whatever you do, whether in word or deed, do it all in the name of the Lord Jesus, giving 

thanks to God the Father through him.’ (Colossians 3:17) 

 

Whatever you do… 



 

 

 

 

‘Whatever’ means all of our time, our thoughts, our daily work, our plans and aspirations - all for the Lord 

Jesus. 

 

John Plumb 
Southfields Farm  
john@southfieldsfarm.uk 
 
 
This article first appeared in Country Way 75: Everybody Welcome, June 2017. Go to germinate.net/country-

way for more information about how to subscribe. 
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